Combining the flexibility and ease-of-use of a database with the rich, complex content of academic research sources, Gale™ is proud to announce the latest innovation in Shakespearean research. *The Shakespeare Collection* — a global, online environment for scholarly research — offers enriched functionality and entirely new possibilities for the study of Shakespeare and his works. Quite simply, *The Shakespeare Collection* is the subject's most comprehensive and authoritative online resource, bringing together general reference data, full-text scholarly periodicals, reprinted criticism, primary source material and the full-text annotated works from The Arden Shakespeare, the world's most recognized scholarly edition. More specifically, this new online environment offers:

- The Arden fully-annotated scholarly editions of the complete works of Shakespeare, together with the introduction and appendices included in each Arden edition
- Full-text journals focusing on a range of literary and interdisciplinary topics, such as the Renaissance, Elizabethan studies, Early Modern English studies, film studies and much more
- The Gordon Crosse Theatrical Diary, which offers a rare eyewitness account of Shakespeare productions for more than 60 years
- The First Folio, key Quartos, and major editions and adaptations from the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries
- Photographs, line drawings, maps and other illustrations covering performance, theater and life and times
- Selected works by Shakespeare’s contemporaries as well as other works available during Shakespeare’s time

---

The *Shakespeare Collection* includes selections from Primary Source Microfilm's *Four Centuries of Shakespeare, The Prompt Book* collections

Detailed stage directions provide fascinating insight into historical performances
Selected criticism formerly reprinted in Thomson Gale’s acclaimed series *Shakespearean Criticism*

Reference materials providing background and context, including Scribner’s *Shakespeare: His World, His Work, His Influence* and *Encyclopedia of the Renaissance*, as well as biocritical essays on Shakespeare’s contemporaries and Shakespearean actors, actresses and directors
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*The Shakespeare Collection* contains the full-text annotated works from *The Arden Shakespeare*, the world’s most recognized scholarly edition